THE MAMMALIAN MAIN OLFACTORY BULB (MOB) is uniquely well suited for investigating the contribution of local, predominantly inhibitory circuit interactions to fundamental principles of neural processing. In particular, the high dimensionality of olfactory sensory space combined with the compact architecture of the olfactory system suggests that a tremendous amount of neural processing is compressed within the MOB, the sole processing region between peripheral olfactory input and higher cortical areas. Moreover, the critical involvement of olfaction in mammalian survival, including human health and behavior (Doty 2017; McGann 2017; Shepherd 2011) , is accompanied by a close link between MOB neural activity and measurable behavioral outcomes, supporting insight into the neural basis of behavior and cognition. Collectively, these features have engendered decades of research into the inhibitory circuits of the MOB, including recent expansion of functional investigation into a variety of novel cell types and circuits.
Circuitry of the Mammalian Main Olfactory Bulb
Synaptic inhibition in the MOB is heavily structured by the exquisite odorant receptor (OR) and laminar organization of the circuit (Fig. 1A) . Sensory information enters the main olfactory system when odors activate specific but overlapping sets of ORs expressed on the dendrites of peripheral olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs). Each mature OSN in the mouse expresses 1 of~1,000 ORs, and the axons of OSNs expressing the same OR precisely converge within approximately two glomeruli on the ipsilateral MOB surface (Mombaerts 2004; Mori and Sakano 2011; Schoenfeld and Cleland 2005) .
OR-specific glomeruli are microcircuits located in the glomerular layer (GL) and represent the primary odor-coding modules of the main olfactory system (Cleland 2010; Wachowiak and Shipley 2006) . Within each glomerulus, OSN terminals excite the apical dendritic tufts of mitral and tufted cells (M/TCs) (Bourne and Schoppa 2017; Gire et al. 2012; Najac et al. 2011; . Each mature M/TC connects to a single glomerulus, with a few tens of homotypic (i.e., same glomerulus) M/TCs connected to each glomerulus (Ke et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2016a ; Royet et al. 1998 ; Sosulski et al. 2011) . Further linked to each glomerulus is a diverse array of juxtaglomerular cells (JGCs)-including glutamatergic external tufted cells (ETCs), GABAergic periglomerular cells (PGCs), and combined GABAergic and dopaminergic superficial short-axon cells (sSACs)-that collectively modulate the transfer of sensory input to M/TCs. In particular, ETCs coordinate activation of the entire glomerular microcircuit and provide the principal excitatory drive to MCs via robust feedforward excitation (De Saint Jan et al. 2009; Gire et al. 2012; Gire and Schoppa 2009; Najac et al. 2011) , while PGCs and sSACs influence M/TC activity via multiple inhibitory mechanisms (see below).
MC somata are arrayed in the compact MC layer (MCL) deep to the GL and external plexiform layer (EPL), while TC somata reside throughout the EPL (Macrides et al. 1985) . Each M/TC emits two to five lateral dendrites that extend up to~1 mm radially within the EPL (Burton and Urban 2014; Mori et al. 1983; Orona et al. 1984) . Both apical and lateral M/TC dendrites actively propagate action potentials (Urban and Castro 2010) and form reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses with a diverse collection of GABAergic EPL interneurons (EPL-INs) and the apical dendrites of granule cells (GCs) (Matsuno et al. 2017; Price and Powell 1970a; Rall et al. 1966; Toida et al. 1994) . At these unusual synapses, M/TC glutamate release drives interneuron depolarization and consequent GABA release back onto the M/TC. Activation of a single M/TC can thus yield recurrent self-inhibition as well as lateral inhibition of other M/TCs innervating the same interneurons (Schoppa and Urban 2003) .
Beneath the MCL is the compact internal plexiform layer (IPL), which is densely packed with ETC axons and TC axon collaterals (Liu and Shipley 1994; Macrides et al. 1985) , glutamatergic and GABAergic centrifugal projections (Boyd et al. 2012; Markopoulos et al. 2012; Nunez-Parra et al. 2013) , neuromodulatory centrifugal projections (Ennis et al. 2007) , and the radially oriented apical dendrites of GCs. Within this dense plexus resides a subset of GABAergic deep short-axon cells (dSACs) (Burton et al. 2017; Eyre et al. 2008 ). Deep to the IPL is the granule cell layer (GCL), harboring an additional population of dSACs interspersed within a sea of GC somata and basal dendrites. M/TC axons course through the IPL and GCL and collect within the lateral olfactory tract (LOT) to project to various cortical and subcortical targets (Mori and Sakano 2011) , which, together with various neuromodulatory centers, provide massive centrifugal innervation to the MOB (Luskin and Price 1983; Shipley and Adamek 1984) .
Granule Cell Centrality
From superficial to deep, the main GABAergic MOB interneuron types are thus: sSACs, PGCs, EPL-INs, GCs, and dSACs. While further complexity certainly exists (Nagayama et al. 2014) , here I focus only on those interneuron types for which sufficient functional data are available to gauge their contribution to the regulation of odor-evoked M/TC firing rates and synchrony and experimental measures of M/TC lateral and recurrent inhibition. I additionally do not address PGC and GC neurogenesis, which has been extensively reviewed elsewhere (Adam and Mizrahi 2010; Lazarini and Lledo 2011; .
With the exception of some more recent investigation of GL circuitry (Cleland 2010; Wachowiak and Shipley 2006) , GCs are the most prominent GABAergic interneuron type in current conceptual models of MOB sensory processing. This prominence has arisen from two main factors. First, the reciprocal dendrodendritic synapse formed between GC apical dendrites and M/TC lateral dendrites (Rall et al. 1966 ) provides a clear and highly attractive framework for regulating M/TC activity through a variety of signaling mechanisms. Second, early order-of-magnitude estimates of principal neuron-to-interneuron abundances recognized GCs as the most abundant interneuron type in the MOB (Shepherd 1972) . Indeed, as previously summarized by Schoppa and Urban (2003) : "Because granule cells outnumber periglomerular cells, it is generally assumed that most of the [M/TC] inhibition is derived from the former."
In recent years, however, a wealth of new functional findings has emerged revealing the importance of other GABAergic interneuron types in regulating M/TC activity. Here I review these findings to critically reevaluate the contribution of GCs vs. other interneuron types to the regulation of odor-evoked M/TC firing rates and synchrony via lateral, recurrent, and other inhibitory mechanisms. Synthesizing decades of research, I propose that multiple interneuron types with distinct abundances, connectivity patterns, and physiologies complement one another to collectively shape sensory processing in the MOB.
GABAergic Interneuron Types of the Main Olfactory Bulb
The contribution of each type of GABAergic MOB interneuron to the regulation of M/TC activity is determined by the interneuron type's abundance, connectivity, and physiology. While early order-of-magnitude estimates of principal neuronto-interneuron abundances (Shepherd 1972) were critical in guiding research on MOB inhibitory circuits (Egger and Urban 2006; Schoppa and Urban 2003) , quantitative histological accounts have since emerged (Table 1) . Of note, these accounts reveal that GC abundances are frequently overestimated. This, together with the connectivity and physiology of each GABAergic interneuron described below, strongly argues that multiple interneuron types in addition to GCs regulate M/TC activity.
Superficial short-axon cells. sSACs are located in the GL and cotransmit GABA and dopamine (Borisovska et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2013 Liu et al. , 2016b Vaaga et al. 2014 Vaaga et al. , 2017 , with the majority (~80%) of sSACs expressing GAD67 and the remaining sSACs expressing GAD65 alone or with GAD67 (Parrish- Aungst et al. 2007) . sSACs can thus be selectively marked by GABAergic cells known to target glutamatergic cells are shown in red. GABAergic cells known to target glutamatergic and other GABAergic cells are shown in blue. Thick/thin processes denote dendrites/axons. B-J: advances in genetically targeting MOB interneurons. B and C: nicotinic acetylcholine receptor subunit ␣2 (chrna2) can selectively mark GL-dSACs, as demonstrated by focal injection of AAV-flex-EGFP into the MOB of an adult Chrna2-Cre mouse (C adapted from Burton et al. 2017) . D and E: CaMKII␣ is a selective molecular marker of GCs (Zou et al. 2002) , as demonstrated by crossing CaMKII␣-Cre mice (Tsien et al. 1996) with constitutive Cre-dependent Ai9 tdTomato reporter mice [Image credit: Allen Institute's Transgenic Characterization database (Harris et al., 2014) . ©2017 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen Brain Atlas. Available from http://connectivity.brain-map.org/transgenic/experiment/81162458]. F-H: dopaminergic markers TH and DAT are selective molecular markers of sSACs, as demonstrated by crossing DAT-Cre mice with Ai9 mice (G). i, GL; ii, EPL; iii, MCL; iv, GCL. Long-range (presumptive axonal) projections (arrowheads) of sSACs among glomeruli (dashed blue outlines) are observed~1 mm away from focal injection of AAV-DIO-ChR2-EYFP into the GL of an adult DAT-Cre mouse (H) (G and H adapted from Banerjee et al. 2015 , by permission of Elsevier). I and J: CRH is a selective molecular marker of EPL-INs, as demonstrated by crossing CRH-ires-Cre mice with constitutive Cre-dependent ROSA tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) or dopamine transporter (DAT) (Fig. 1, F-H) (Aungst et al. 2003; Banerjee et al. 2015; Kiyokage et al. 2010; Kosaka and Kosaka 2008a) . sSACs have medium-sized ovoid somata (~11-m diameter) with three to five sparsely branched dendrites extending within and around two to four glomeruli (Aungst et al. 2003; Banerjee et al. 2015; Kiyokage et al. 2010; Kosaka and Kosaka 2008a; Pinching and Powell 1971a) . Single-cell reconstructions and focal retrograde tracer injections have strikingly revealed that sSACs can extend multiple presumptive axonal branches up to~1 mm throughout the GL (Aungst et al. 2003; Banerjee et al. 2015; Kiyokage et al. 2010; Kosaka and Kosaka 2008a) .
The majority (~70%) of sSACs (i.e., "type 2" or "ETd" sSACs) receive functionally indirect sensory input via glutamatergic excitatory postsynaptic current bursts mediated by ETCs (and potentially M/TCs), while the remaining sSACs (i.e., "type 1" or "ONd" sSACs) appear to receive rapid, reliable direct sensory input from OSNs (Hayar et al. 2004a; Kiyokage et al. 2010) . These patterns of synaptic input likely culminate in a rapid, relatively synchronous response to sensory input, though the sensory-evoked spiking response of sSACs has not been directly examined. Consistent with this prediction, however, Ca 2ϩ imaging from sSACs in vivo has demonstrated excitatory odor responses that monotonically increase in strength with odor concentration and exhibit consistently rapid onset but variable offset dynamics (Banerjee et al. 2015; Wachowiak et al. 2013 ). Interestingly, a subset of ETd sSACs extend their presumptive axons across several tens of glomeruli, while the remaining sSACs contact Ͻ10 glomeruli, suggesting that sSACs may support distinct scales of interglomerular interactions (Kiyokage et al. 2010) . Of the cell types within the GL, sSACs receive potentially the strongest amount of excitatory centrifugal feedback (Boyd et al. 2012) . Consistent with strong top-down modulation, sSACs exhibit stronger odor-evoked excitation in the awake state than in the anesthetized state (Wachowiak et al. 2013) .
Several conflicting results have emerged from studies examining the synaptic output of sSACs using extracellular stimulation together with microsurgical disruption of sub-GL layers (Aungst et al. 2003; Puopolo and Belluzzi 1998a; Shirley et al. 2010; Whitesell et al. 2013 ). These discrepancies have likely emerged from multiple confounds, including methodological differences, tremendous synaptic complexity within the glomerulus, and the presence of multiple cell types mediating interglomerular interactions (Burton et al. 2017; Eyre et al. 2008) . Recent studies employing opto-and chemogenetic perturbations in TH-Cre and DAT-Cre mice have avoided such confounds, however, and provided important insight into the synaptic output of sSACs. Interestingly, sSACs mediate mixed excitatory and inhibitory signaling in both ETCs and at least some M/TCs but via partially distinct pathways. Specifically, brief optogenetic activation of sSACs evokes 1) robust mono- (Banerjee et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2013 Liu et al. , 2016b Vaaga et al. 2017) , 2) direct excitation via weak gap junctional coupling to ETCs and strong gap junctional coupling to M/TCs (Banerjee et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2016b) , and 3) slow dopaminergic enhancement of depolarizing I h currents in ETCs (Liu et al. 2013 (Liu et al. , 2016b . In addition, sSAC-mediated inhibition of ETCs also translates into reduced feedforward excitation onto M/TCs (De Saint Jan et al. 2009; Gire et al. 2012; Gire and Schoppa 2009; Najac et al. 2011) , effectively prolonging the inhibitory influence of sSACs (Liu et al. 2016b) . While sSACs thus mediate mixed excitatory and inhibitory signaling in both ETCs and M/TCs, brief optogenetic activation of sSACs in vivo surprisingly drives pure suppression of both spontaneous and odor-evoked M/TC activity (Banerjee et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2016b ). Of what physiological significance then is the dopaminergic and gap junctional output of sSACs? One possibility concerns the currently unknown glomerular organization of sSAC signaling. Indeed, neither Shipley and colleagues (Liu et al. 2013 (Liu et al. , 2016b nor Albeanu and colleagues (Banerjee et al. 2015) examined the glomerular organization of sSAC output, owing to the inability of direct optogenetic stimulation to differentiate orthodromic activation of local sSACs from antidromic activation of distant sSACs. Given sSAC morphology and the reported absence of dendritic release sites within sSACs (Pinching and Powell 1971a ; but see Toida et al. 2000) ; however, it is possible that the majority of GABAergic and dopaminergic signaling is mediated by the interglomerular (presumptive axonal) projections of distant sSACs, while gap junctional coupling arises from intraglomerular somatodendritic contacts of local sSACs. Such an arrangement could enable sSAC activation within a single glomerular microcircuit to drive excitation of homotypic M/TCs and inhibition (and rebound excitation) of heterotypic (i.e., different glomerulus) M/TCs. The inability to differentiate orthodromic from antidromic sSAC activation has further precluded mapping of sSAC connectivity patterns. It therefore remains unknown whether sSACs innervate surrounding glomeruli in a selective or uniform manner.
In addition to directly influencing ETCs and M/TCs, sSACs can also mediate presynaptic inhibition of OSNs through both GABAergic and dopaminergic signaling (Vaaga et al. 2017) , though whether this occurs on intra-and/or interglomerular levels remains unclear (McGann et al. 2005) .
Despite being the smallest population of interneurons within the GL, sSACs can thus powerfully regulate sensory-evoked activity in the MOB through their long-range and divergent synaptic output and multiple signaling mechanisms. Future investigation into the glomerular organization of sSAC signaling will be key in understanding the specific coding roles sSACs have in MOB sensory processing (see Computational Roles of GABAergic Interneurons in the Main Olfactory Bulb).
Periglomerular cells. PGCs exhibit pronounced morphological, neurochemical, and functional heterogeneity (Crespo et al. 2013; Kosaka 2011, 2016; Wachowiak and Shipley 2006) , including mixed expression of GAD65, GAD67, or both isoforms (Panzanelli et al. 2007; Parrish-Aungst et al. 2007 ), but almost unilaterally exhibit small somata (~7-m diameter) in the juxtaglomerular space with a single small dendritic tuft occupying~25% of a single glomerulus (Hayar et al. 2004b; Shao et al. 2009 ). While the GL localization and specific expression of GAD65 has been used to functionally image (Brunert et al. 2016; Fast and McGann 2017; Roland et al. 2016; Wachowiak et al. 2013 ) and perturb (Fukunaga et al. 2014 ) a subset of PGCs in GAD2-ires-Cre mice, it is important to note that~7% of GAD65-expressing JGCs are dopaminergic sSACs with extensive multiglomerular projections, corresponding to~20% of the sSAC population (Aungst et al. 2003; Parrish-Aungst et al. 2007 ). Caution must therefore be taken when attributing the results of experiments in GAD2-ires-Cre mice to PGCs, especially when manipulating the output of GAD65-expressing JGCs, which may trigger substantial sSACmediated multiglomerular interactions.
PGCs can be broadly subdivided into three main functional subclasses. Approximately one-third of PGCs (i.e., type 1 or ONd PGCs) receive direct sensory-evoked input from OSNs and exhibit broad immunohistochemical overlap with OSNselective olfactory marker protein (OMP)-positive, microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2)-negative glomerular compartments, while the remaining PGCs (i.e., type 2 or ETd PGCs) overlap with OMP-negative, MAP2-positive glomerular compartments and receive indirect sensory-evoked excitatory input from ETCs (Hayar et al. 2004a; Kiyokage et al. 2010; Kosaka et al. 1997 Kosaka et al. , 2001 Kosaka 2007b, 2007a; Murphy et al. 2004 Murphy et al. , 2005 Shao et al. 2009; Toida et al. 1998 Toida et al. , 2000 . ETd PGCs can be further subdivided into nonoverlapping and functionally distinct populations of calbindin-and calretinin-positive PGCs ("CB-PGCs" and "CRPGCs," respectively), which predominantly express GAD67 and GAD65, respectively (Kosaka et al. 1995 (Kosaka et al. , 1997 Kosaka and Kosaka 2007a; Najac et al. 2015; Panzanelli et al. 2007 ; Parrish- Aungst et al. 2007; Whitman and Greer 2007) . Similar to GCs (see Granule cells), excitatory postsynaptic input to PGCs is mediated by both AMPA receptors (AMPARs) and NMDA receptors (NMDARs) (De Saint Jan and Westbrook 2007; Grubb et al. 2008; Markopoulos et al. 2012; Murphy et al. 2004) , consistent with the equal reduction of spontaneous inhibitory postsynaptic current frequencies in ETCs upon application of either NMDAR or AMPAR antagonists .
GABA release from PGCs can drive self-signaling (Murphy et al. 2005; Smith and Jahr 2002; Zak et al. 2015) as well as inhibition and mixed excitation/inhibition of homotypic ETCs and PGCs, respectively (Hayar et al. 2004a Murphy et al. 2005; Najac et al. 2015; Parsa et al. 2015; Zak et al. 2015) . ONd PGCs can additionally drive presynaptic inhibition of homotypic OSNs (McGann 2013; Murphy et al. 2005; Shao et al. 2009 ). The nature of GABAergic input to PGCs has been the matter of some debate, although PGCs in general (even mature PGCs) exhibit unusually high intracellular Cl Ϫ concentrations (Parsa et al. 2015; Smith and Jahr 2002) . Strikingly, Parsa et al. (2015) have recently confirmed that both exogenous and endogenous GABA release within a glomerulus, even from a single PGC, are sufficient to trigger excitatory and regenerative GABA-induced GABA release from at least some PGCs, identifying a potential mechanism for mediating glomerulus-wide suppression of homotypic M/TCs. Direct gap junctional coupling between homotypic PGCs further supports coordination of PGC activity (Schoppa 2006a) .
The excitatory role of GABA notwithstanding, PGCs have long been known to exhibit heterogeneous and peculiar phys-iology. Indeed, while some PGCs fire repetitively to somatic current injection or glomerular activation, many exhibit limited spiking capacity and pronounced L-type Ca V -mediated plateau potentials (Fogli Iseppe et al. 2016; Hayar et al. 2004a Hayar et al. , 2004b Masurkar and Chen 2011; Murphy et al. 2005; Puopolo and Belluzzi 1998b; Sethupathy et al. 2013; Shao et al. 2009 ). Critically, these plateau potentials drive highly asynchronous and action potential-independent GABA release (Murphy et al. 2005; Smith and Jahr 2002) , features of GABAergic signaling frequently attributed exclusively to GCs.
Recently, De Saint Jan and colleagues have begun untangling PGC heterogeneity by systematically linking PGC physiology to molecular identity. Specifically, Najac et al. (2015) demonstrated that CB-PGCs (included within the larger population of K V 3.1-labeled PGCs) are strongly connected to the glomerular microcircuit, receiving pronounced indirect sensory-evoked input that drives reliable firing of multiple action potentials both in vitro and in vivo. In contrast, CR-PGCs are surprisingly weakly connected to the glomerular microcircuit and do not exhibit sensory-evoked firing (Najac et al. 2015) . It is important to note, however, that CR-PGCs may nevertheless generate plateau potentials and thereby significantly contribute to GABAergic signaling. Najac et al. (2015) further provided the first definitive demonstration that CBPGCs receive input not only from ETCs but also from TCs and MCs alike and further provide output onto all three glutamatergic cell types ( Fig. 2A) , confirming ultrastructural predictions of PGC connectivity (Kosaka et al. 2001; Pinching and Powell 1971b) . Indeed, firing of a single MC is sufficient to activate CB-PGCs (Najac et al. 2015) and can therefore drive recurrent inhibition (and "lateral" inhibition of homotypic ETCs, TCs, and MCs)-a finding of considerable importance to the evaluation of M/TC recurrent inhibition (see Recurrent inhibition of a single activated mitral/tufted cell).
In anesthetized mice in vivo, odor-evoked PGC activity comprises predominantly excitatory odor responses (Livneh et al. 2014; Tan et al. 2010; Wachowiak et al. 2013 ) with simple temporal dynamics that track the duration of odor sampling (Wachowiak et al. 2013) . Despite their typical association with a single glomerulus-similar to M/TCsPGCs can surprisingly exhibit broader odor tuning than M/TCs (Tan et al. 2010) . Odor-evoked PGC firing exhibits clear sniff-phase coupling in both cell-attached (Livneh et al. 2014; Najac et al. 2015; Tan et al. 2010 ) and whole cell (Fukunaga et al. 2014 ) recordings, though with considerable cell-to-cell heterogeneity in preferred phase, likely reflecting circuit differences between ONd and ETd PGCs. Similar to sSACs, PGCs exhibit stronger odor-evoked excitation in the awake state than in the anesthetized state (Wachowiak et al. 2013) , suggesting that centrifugal input to PGCs (Boyd et External plexiform layer interneurons. The EPL is populated by a morphologically diverse array of axonless and axonbearing interneurons variously described as Van Gehuchten, multipolar, satellite, horizontal, and short-axon cells (Crespo et al. 2013; Kosaka and Kosaka 2011; Nagayama et al. 2014) . While a clear distinction can be drawn between the smaller axonless interneurons and larger axon-bearing interneurons in this layer (Kosaka and Kosaka 2008b) , it remains unclear whether other morphological features represent functionally distinct cell types or variations within a continuum. As the few functional investigations of interneurons in the EPL thus far do not support further subdivision beyond axonless and axonbearing subsets, I refer to the axonless subset as EPL-INs and the axon-bearing subset as intermediate short-axon cells (iSACs), to avoid confusion with the dopaminergic sSACs and the inframitral dSACs.
Investigation of EPL-INs has relied heavily on their widespread expression of calretinin (CR), parvalbumin (PV), and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), as well as the restricted expression of somatostatin (SST) in~50% of deep EPL-INs. However, each of these markers is variously expressed in other interneuron classes, including iSACs (PV, CR), PGCs (PV, CR, VIP, SST), and dSACs (PV, CR, VIP, SST) (Crespo et al. 2013; Kosaka and Kosaka 2011; Nagayama et al. 2014) , thus limiting the utility of CR, PV, VIP, and SST in supporting cell type-selective labeling and manipulation of EPL-INs. In a pivotal study, however, Arenkiel and colleagues revealed that corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) is selectively expressed in EPL-INs (Fig. 1, I and J) , laying the groundwork for further functional investigation of EPL-INs (Garcia et al. 2014 (Garcia et al. , 2016 Huang et al. 2016 ). The axon-bearing iSACs, which have no known selective molecular marker and whose physiology, connectivity, and abundance remain to be investigated, are not considered further in this review.
EPL-INs have medium-sized somata (~9-m diameter) and extend one or a few sparsely branched primary dendrites that collectively extend up to~80 m and exhibit beaded, sparsely spiny profiles Kato et al. 2013; Kosaka and Kosaka 2008b; Lepousez et al. 2010) . EPL-INs exhibit functional phenotypes comparable to PV-positive interneurons throughout the rest of the brain (Hu et al. 2014) , including fast-spiking physiology (Յ200 Hz) (Fig. 2B1) , prodigious spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic current rates (~20 Hz), and large contributions from Ca 2ϩ -permeable, rectifying AMPARs (Hamilton et al. 2005; Huang et al. 2013; Kato et al. 2013) .
EPL-INs form both reciprocal and nonreciprocal synapses exclusively with M/TCs Kato et al. 2013; Lepousez et al. 2010; Toida et al. 1994 Toida et al. , 1996 , including basketlike innervation of some M/TC somata (Crespo et al. 2002 (Crespo et al. , 2013 Kosaka and Kosaka 2008b) , which likely functions similarly to the powerful perisomatic inhibition of pyramidal cells by basket cell interneurons (Hu et al. 2014) . Given their release-competent dendritic nature, EPL-INs can likely mediate action potential-independent GABA release, similar to PGCs, though this remains to be explicitly tested. Glomerular activation evokes a long-lasting barrage of excitatory input to EPL-INs (Hamilton et al. 2005; Kato et al. 2013 ), similar to the pattern of excitatory input observed in GCs (Burton and Urban 2015) . Unlike GCs, however (see Granule cells), this excitatory input evokes short-latency, rapid firing in EPL-INs (Hamilton et al. 2005; Kato et al. 2013) .
In vivo, EPL-INs spontaneously fire intermittent, high-frequency action potentials and exhibit large and frequently persistent increases in firing rate in response to odors Miyamichi et al. 2013 ). Similar to sSACs and PGCs, EPL-INs exhibit stronger odor-evoked excitation in the awake state than in the anesthetized state (Kato et al. 2013) . EPL-INs further exhibit uniquely broad odor tuning and high sensitivity to respiration rates (Kato et al. 2013; Miyamichi et al. 2013) , reflecting an acute sensitivity to M/TC-mediated feedforward excitation following chemo-and mechanosensory activation of OSNs. These features not only reveal a critical role for EPLINs in redistributing global levels of activity within the MOB (see Computational Roles of GABAergic Interneurons in the Main Olfactory Bulb) but also further suggest high connectivity with M/TCs. Consistent with the uniquely broad odor tuning of EPL-INs, three independent measures of connectivity recently demonstrated remarkably higher reciprocal M/TC-EPL-IN than M/TC-GC connectivity rates Kato et al. 2013; Miyamichi et al. 2013) . Specifically, up to~50% of nearby (Յ200 m) MC-EPL-IN pairs are reciprocally connected in vitro, compared with only~4% of MC-GC pairs (Fig.  2, B2-B4 ) Kato et al. 2013) . While this disparity was observed in vitro between nearby (Յ200 m) cells, and could thus conceivably discount higher M/TC-GC connectivity rates at distances Ͼ200 m, an equivalent order of magnitude greater rate of M/TC convergence onto EPL-INs than GCs was likewise observed in vivo with transsynaptic viral tracing (Miyamichi et al. 2013 ), a technique with minimal distance dependence (Callaway and Luo 2015) . Thus, while EPL-INs are an order of magnitude less abundant than GCs (Table 1) , M/TC-EPL-IN connectivity rates appear to exceed M/TC-GC connectivity rates by an order of magnitude, yielding roughly equivalent total numbers of M/TC-EPL-IN and M/TC-GC reciprocal synapses.
Granule cells. GCs have a relatively uniform morphology, although less abundant variations exist (Merkle et al. 2014; Naritsuka et al. 2009 ). GCs have small somata (~6-m diameter), one to a few sparsely branched and spiny basal dendrites, and rather extensive apical dendritic trees that extend into the EPL and bear 200 -300 large spines or "gemmules"-the site of reciprocal dendrodendritic synapse formation (Geramita et al. 2016; Mori et al. 1983; Orona et al. 1983; Price and Powell 1970b; Rall et al. 1966; Woolf et al. 1991a ). Of note, M/TC-GC reciprocal synapses consist of only one or a few contacts (Woolf et al. 1991b) . Assuming a single reciprocal synapse per gemmule, each GC thus reciprocally connects with 200 -300 M/TCs. For M/TC-EPL-IN connectivity rates to exceed M/TC-GC connectivity rates by an order of magnitude (see External plexiform layer interneurons), each EPL-IN must reciprocally connect with on the order of 10 3 M/TCs. GCs have long been hypothesized to form two distinct subpopulations-superficial GCs (sGCs) and deep GCs (dGCs)-based on their remarkably selective apical dendritic innervation of the superficial vs. deep EPL, putatively supporting differential connectivity with TCs vs. MCs, respectively (Mori et al. 1983; Orona et al. 1984) . Quantitative evidence supporting this hypothesis has recently emerged, as well as surprising functional differ-ences that collectively promote greater sGC than dGC activity (Geramita et al. 2016) .
While GCs are widely known to densely populate the GCL, they also form the most abundant cell population within the MCL (Parrish- Aungst et al. 2007) , where sGC recordings can be readily obtained (Burton and Urban 2015; Geramita et al. 2016 ). This often-ignored fact has critical ramifications for GCL-targeted perturbations (e.g., viral injections, microsurgical dissections, and extracellular stimulation), which not only nonselectively affect GCs, dSACs, M/TC axons, and centrifugal projections but also minimally influence a large population of sGCs within the MCL. For this reason, the development of a mouse line that genetically targets GCs would substantially advance the field by enabling the first cell type-selective manipulations of GCs. While no such line has been conclusively established, two molecules are of particular note. First, leucine-rich repeat membrane protein 5T4 exhibits strikingly selective expression within MCL-located sGCs (Imamura et al. 2006) , suggesting that the development of a 5T4-Cre mouse line may enable highly selective perturbation of a subset of sGCs. Second, strong evidence exists for the selective expression of CaMKII␣ in all inframitral GABAergic neurons with small somata (presumptive GCs) but not in the sparser inframitral GABAergic neurons with large somata (presumptive dSACs) (Zou et al. 2002) . In agreement with this immunohistochemical study, crossing an established transgenic CaMKII␣-Cre mouse line (Tsien et al. 1996) with constitutive Cre-dependent Ai9 tdTomato reporter mice yields expression patterns consistent with complete and selective GC labeling (Fig. 1, D and E) . CaMKII␣-Cre mice, either alone or combined in an intersectional strategy, may thus enable selective and widespread perturbation of GCs.
Excitatory synaptic input to GCs occurs in two spatially and functionally distinct modes. First, dendrodendritic synapses formed by M/TC lateral dendrites provide kinetically slow, depressing, AMPAR-and NMDAR-mediated inputs to the apical dendrites of GCs in the EPL (Balu et al. 2007; Dietz and Murthy 2005; Isaacson 2001; Isaacson and Strowbridge 1998; Schoppa 2006b ). Second, axodendritic synapses formed by both M/TC axon collaterals and centrifugal fibers provide kinetically fast, facilitating, predominantly AMPAR-mediated inputs to the proximal somatodendritic domains of GCs in the GCL (and IPL and MCL) (Balu et al. 2007; Boyd et al. 2012; Halabisky and Strowbridge 2003; Markopoulos et al. 2012; Schoppa 2006b ). Interestingly, this proximal input is far more effective in driving GC firing than dendrodendritic M/TC input (Halabisky and Strowbridge 2003) , identifying a critical role for centrifugal (and M/TC axon collateral) input in regulating GC activity. Indeed, GCs receive robust excitatory centrifugal input on their proximal somatodendritic domains from both anterior olfactory nucleus and anterior piriform cortex (Boyd et al. 2012; Markopoulos et al. 2012) .
Inhibitory synaptic input to GCs is equally as prominent as excitatory input to GCs and targets GCs throughout their entire somatodendritic axis, including their gemmules (Burton and Urban 2015; Nunez-Parra et al. 2013; Panzanelli et al. 2009; Price and Powell 1970c) Sensory input to the MOB evokes long-latency and sparse GC firing both in vivo (Cang and Isaacson 2003; Fukunaga et al. 2014; Labarrera et al. 2013; Luo and Katz 2001; Margrie and Schaefer 2003; Wellis and Scott 1990) and in vitro (Burton and Urban 2015) . As with sSACs, PGCs, and EPL-INs, GC firing exhibits stronger odor-evoked responses (including both increases and decreases in firing rate) as well as weaker sniff-phase coupling in the awake state (Cazakoff et al. 2014; Kato et al. 2012; Wienisch and Murthy 2016) , suggesting that GC activity may become more heavily regulated by centrifugal and dSAC-mediated inputs than by sniff-coupled M/TC inputs in the awake state.
The typically sparse, long-latency sensory-evoked activity of GCs partially arises from GC intrinsic properties, including the expression of canonical transient receptor potential (TRPC) channels, which mediate long-lasting NMDAR-dependent plateau potentials (Egger 2008; Stroh et al. 2012) , as well as the expression of A-type K V (Schoppa 2006b; Schoppa and Westbrook 1999) . Sustained depolarization, such as from repetitive M/TC firing or direct current injection, can deactivate A-type K V to achieve more rapid and reliable GC firing (Schoppa 2006b; Schoppa and Westbrook 1999) , and this mechanism may contribute to the higher odor-evoked GC firing rates observed in the awake state (Cazakoff et al. 2014) . Note, however, that even with A-type K V deactivation via step current injection, GCs fire significantly slower than EPL-INs (Fig. 2B1) , with maximum rates of Յ50 Hz (Burton and Urban 2015; Geramita et al. 2016; Quast et al. 2017) . Synaptic properties, including highly asynchronous excitatory input and reliable feedforward inhibition, also strongly contribute to the sparse, long-latency firing of GCs (Burton and Urban 2015) .
Given their release-competent dendritic nature, GCs can likely mediate action potential-independent GABA release, similar to PGCs (and likely similar to EPL-INs). Because of the practical difficulty of finding connected M/TC-GC pairs, however (see External plexiform layer interneurons), all investigations of action potential-independent GABA release from GCs (Dietz et al. 2011; 
see Lateral inhibition between mitral/tufted cells, Recurrent inhibition of a single activated mitral/tufted cell).
Identical arguments also apply to the existence of asynchronous GABA release from GCs.
While the existence of action potential-independent GABA release thus remains to be directly demonstrated, several mechanisms exist within GCs that may support such signaling on both local (i.e., gemmule and dendritic branch specific) and global (i.e., cell wide) spatial scales. First, sensory input evokes robust Ca 2ϩ transients within individual GC gemmules (Egger et al. 2005) , which are mediated at least in part by gemmule expression of Na V (Bywalez et al. 2015) . Second, sensory input frequently evokes spikelets in GCs both in vivo (Labarrera et al. 2013; Luo and Katz 2001; Mori and Takagi 1978; Wellis and Scott 1990) and in vitro (Burton and Urban 2015) , strongly suggesting the existence of dendritic branchspecific Na V -mediated spikes. GABA release mediated by either of these forms of local activity would necessarily mediate restricted inhibition of one or a few M/TCs. Third, both TRPC-mediated plateau potentials and T-type Ca V -mediated Deep short-axon cells. dSACs have large cell bodies (10-to 20-m diameter) and extensive axonal arbors and display four main somatodendritic morphologies: Blanes, Golgi, Cajal, and horizontal (Burton et al. 2017; Eyre et al. 2008; López-Mascaraque et al. 1986; Price and Powell 1970a; Schneider and Macrides 1978) . Of all interneurons in the MOB, dSACs collectively bear the greatest resemblance to neocortical interneurons. Despite this resemblance, however, dSACs remain the least understood interneuron class in the MOB, in part because of their relatively low abundance (Table 1) . Nevertheless, results from a handful of recent studies compellingly argue that dSACs are pivotally involved in sensory processing in the MOB.
Foremost, in a pioneering study, Nusser and colleagues systematically examined the full axodendritic morphologies of a large collection of dSACs (Eyre et al. 2008) . Results from this study demonstrated that, similar to neocortical interneurons (DeFelipe et al. 2013) , dSACs can be divided into largely nonoverlapping subclasses based on their axonal projections, yielding GCL-, EPL-, and GL-projecting dSACs (GCL-, EPL-, and GL-dSACs, respectively) (Eyre et al. 2008) . Critically, this redefinition of dSACs from previous classification schemes based on somatodendritic morphology or neurochemical content afforded the first intuitive hypotheses of dSAC function in the MOB, including multiglomerular coordination by GLdSACs and M/TC disinhibition by EPL-and GCL-dSACs. Furthermore, Eyre et al. (2008) provided critical functional data on dSAC output, which together with Pressler and Strowbridge (2006) revealed that dSACs can strongly inhibit GCs.
In a follow-up study, Nusser and colleagues capitalized on the specific (but nonselective) expression of GABA A receptor (GABA A R)␣1 and certain K V channels to provide the first quantification of total dSAC abundance, revealing far greater numbers than previously guessed (Table 1) (Eyre et al. 2009 ). Strikingly, this abundance, combined with the extensive axonal arbors and synaptic output of dSACs, led Eyre et al. (2009) to estimate that each EPL-and/or GCL-dSAC innervates on the order of 10 3 GCs, with 12-30 EPL-and/or GCL-dSACs converging onto each GC. Of note, these calculations used overestimated GC abundances. Performing the same calculations with recent histological cell counts (Table 1) yields a convergence of~75 EPL-and/or GCL-dSACs onto each GC. Thus, while comparatively few in number, dSACs can powerfully regulate the GC network. Indeed, consistent with this prediction, sensory input to the MOB evokes rapid, reliable, and highly convergent dSAC-mediated feedforward inhibition onto all GCs (Burton and Urban 2015) .
Because of their relatively low abundance, inframitral location, and lack of selective molecular marker, dSAC function has not been systematically examined either in vivo or in vitro. How dSACs contribute to sensory processing in the MOB thus remains largely unknown. Importantly, however, Urban and colleagues have recently identified nicotinic acetylcholine receptor subunit ␣2 (chrna2) as a selective molecular marker of GL-dSACs (Fig. 1, B and C) and used transgenic Chrna2-Cre mice to perform the first systematic functional investigation of GL-dSACs (Burton et al. 2017 ). Strikingly, in contrast to ultrastructural predictions that GL-dSACs exclusively innervate other GABAergic interneurons (Eyre et al. 2008) , optogenetic activation of GL-dSACs evoked reliable, short-latency, apparently monosynaptic input to PGCs, ETCs, and TCs, but not MCs, suggesting a potential role for GL-dSACs in regulating the balance of sensory-evoked activity between MCs and TCs (Burton et al. 2017) . Moreover, GL-dSACs exhibited highly regular theta-frequency spontaneous activity (Burton et al. 2017) , suggesting a potential role in the temporal patterning of MOB activity comparable to the role of theta-frequency bursting in ETCs (Hayar et al. 2004a (Hayar et al. , 2004b .
Given their extensive axonal arbors, divergent synaptic output, and inframitral location (where centrifugal input to the MOB is most dense), dSACs likely act as hubs for the centrifugal modulation of MOB activity. Supporting this hypothesis, dSACs are more heavily innervated by centrifugal piriform projections than any other cell type in the MOB (Boyd et al. 2012) . Moreover, GL-dSACs exhibit robust, nondesensitizing nicotinic responses to release of endogenous acetylcholine from basal forebrain projections to the MOB (Burton et al. 2017) .
Interestingly, a fraction of GCL-dSACs also send long-range inhibitory projections out of the MOB to innervate multiple downstream cortical areas, including piriform cortex and the olfactory tubercle (Eyre et al. 2008; Kosaka 2007b, 2010) . While low in abundance, these long-range GCL-dSAC projections may critically gate downstream cortical activity and plasticity, as recently observed for the low-abundance long-range inhibitory projections from entorhinal cortex to hippocampus (Basu et al. 2016; Melzer et al. 2012) .
GABAergic Regulation of Mitral/Tufted Cell Activity
In the latter half of this review, I use the above-described interneuron properties to critically reevaluate the contribution of GCs vs. other GABAergic interneuron types to the regulation of odor-evoked M/TC firing rates and synchrony, as well as to experimental measures of lateral inhibition between M/TCs and recurrent inhibition of a single activated M/TC.
Lateral inhibition between mitral/tufted cells. While GCmediated lateral inhibition within the EPL is central to almost all current models of sensory processing in the MOB, very few studies have directly examined EPL-localized lateral inhibition (as opposed to mixed EPL-and GL-localized lateral inhibition), and consequently little is specifically known about EPLlocalized, putatively GC-mediated lateral inhibition. Lateral inhibitory currents or potentials have been observed between 10 -20% of heterotypic MC pairs in vitro (Isaacson and Strowbridge 1998; Urban and Sakmann 2002) and can persist after truncation of M/TC apical dendrites (Arevian et al. 2008) , consistent with the contribution of an EPL-localized circuit. Moderate lateral inhibition-mediated decreases in firing rate (often without observable membrane potential hyperpolarization) are also observed in~50% of heterotypic MC pairs in vitro (Arevian et al. 2008; Giridhar et al. 2011) . Finally, lateral inhibition can occur independent of action potentials and shows strong NMDAR dependence in the absence of extracellular Mg 2ϩ (Isaacson and Strowbridge 1998) . Given this limited knowledge base, multiple lines of evidence strongly argue that EPL-INs are at least as likely as GCs to mediate EPL-localized lateral inhibition between heterotypic M/TCs. First, EPL-INs and GCs are both likely to exhibit action potential-independent GABA release, and EPL-IN excitation is likely enhanced by removing extracellular Mg 2ϩ , though this has not been directly tested. Second, any geometric arguments regarding the likelihood of detecting GC-mediated lateral inhibition (Egger and Urban 2006) must necessarily also apply to EPL-INs, which exhibit a similar dendritic spread as GCs within the EPL. Finally, for (bidirectional) lateral inhibition to occur between two M/TCs, they must reciprocally connect with the same interneuron. The probability of any two nearby (Յ200 m) MCs to connect to the same EPL-IN (0.5 2 ϭ 0.25) is~150-fold greater than the probability that they connect to the same GC (0.04 2 ϭ 0.0016) (see External plexiform layer interneurons). Even when the~15-fold greater abundance of GCs than EPL-INs is factored in (Table 1) , EPL-INs remain roughly an order of magnitude more likely to mediate (bidirectional) lateral inhibition between M/TCs than GCs. More generally, given the high abundance and low connectivity rates of GCs, the relatively likelihood of GCs to mediate recurrent over lateral inhibition is high, while the converse is true for EPL-INs (although both interneuron types likely significantly contribute to lateral inhibition under at least some circumstances). Further investigation into the cellular origin of EPL-localized lateral inhibition between M/TCs, in particular using recent advances in cell type-selective perturbation of each interneuron type in turn (Fig. 1, D, E, I , and J), is thus needed to advance our understanding of GABAergic signaling in the MOB.
Of final note, other interneuron types may mediate GLlocalized lateral inhibition. In particular, Urban and colleagues have recently provided evidence that GL-dSACs are excited by, and directly inhibit, ETCs and TCs (but not MCs), thus identifying a potential circuit mediating TC-specific lateral inhibition (Burton et al. 2017) . sSACs may further mediate GL-localized lateral inhibition among at least some M/TCs, although further investigation is needed to confirm the postsynaptic output of sSACs onto MCs (Banerjee et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2016b; Vaaga et al. 2017; Whitesell et al. 2013) and TCs, as well as whether M/TCs can presynaptically drive sSACs.
Recurrent inhibition of a single activated mitral/tufted cell. In vitro studies have extensively characterized the properties of recurrent inhibition in MCs, including its 1) voltage dependence and firing rate relationship (Halabisky and Strowbridge 2003; Isaacson and Strowbridge 1998; Margrie et al. 2001; Schoppa et al. 1998; Xiong and Chen 2002) , 2) N-and P/Q-type Ca V dependence (Isaacson 2001; Isaacson and Strowbridge 1998; Isaacson and Vitten 2003) , 3) combined AMPAR and NMDAR dependence in physiological Mg 2ϩ (Halabisky and Strowbridge 2003; Isaacson and Strowbridge 1998; Maher and Westbrook 2005) , 4) metabotropic glutamate receptor dependence (Heinbockel et al. 2007) , 5) slow time course, including relative to MC lateral dendrite Ca 2ϩ transients (Dietz et al. 2011; Isaacson and Strowbridge 1998; Margrie et al. 2001; Schoppa and Westbrook 1999) , 6) action potential independence in physiological Mg 2ϩ (Dietz et al. 2011; (Chen et al. 2000; Halabisky et al. 2000) , 11) role in regulating action potential attenuation within lateral dendrites (Lowe 2002; Margrie et al. 2001; Xiong and Chen 2002) , 12) short-term depression (Dietz and Murthy 2005) , and 13) postnatal maturation (Dietz et al. 2011) . As with measures of lateral inhibition, however, there is strikingly little direct evidence from these studies that GCs exclusively (or even primarily) mediate recurrent inhibition onto MCs. Indeed, M/TC recurrent inhibition is likely to be mediated by a combination of GCs, EPL-INs, and/or PGCs.
The strongest mechanistic evidence supporting the contribution of GCs to recurrent inhibition comes from two studies that manipulated the excitatory or inhibitory synaptic input onto GCs. First, Abraham et al. (2010) used a viral strategy to enhance synaptic Ca 2ϩ flux in GCs and observed a significant increase in the strength of MC recurrent inhibition both in vitro and in vivo. While this provides a direct link between GC excitation and MC recurrent inhibition, multiple caveats must be considered. First, the viral strategy used was not selective to GCs and thus likely influenced the activity of many surrounding dSACs-the net consequences of which are difficult to predict and may include GC inhibition (Eyre et al. 2008; Pressler and Strowbridge 2006) and/or ETC and TC inhibition (Burton et al. 2017) . Second, this manipulation added to the basal level of recurrent inhibition and thus does not directly show that GCs are sufficiently active under basal conditions to contribute to recurrent inhibition, though this may reflect the use of anesthetized mice. Indeed, attenuating synaptic Ca 2ϩ flux in GCs did not significantly decrease the strength of recurrent inhibition (Abraham et al. 2010 ). In the second study, Nunes and Kuner (2015) used a viral strategy to ablate inhibitory synaptic input selectively to GCs via deletion of GABA A R␤3-which is not expressed in dSACs (Eyre et al. 2012)-and observed a significant increase in the strength of MC recurrent inhibition. As above, however, this finding does not directly show that GCs are sufficiently active under basal conditions to contribute to recurrent inhibition. Moreover, the time course of recurrent inhibition observed was markedly faster than recurrent inhibition observed elsewhere (Nunes and Kuner 2015) , complicating the interpretation of their results. Nevertheless, these studies strongly suggest that GCs contribute to recurrent inhibition. Of note, however, these results also suggest that other interneurons likely also contribute to recurrent inhibition.
The remarkably high rate of reciprocal M/TC-EPL-IN connectivity observed in vitro Kato et al. 2013) and in vivo (Miyamichi et al. 2013 ) confirms a clear role for EPL-INs in recurrent inhibition. Of note, however, the dependence of recurrent inhibition in physiological Mg 2ϩ on both AMPARs and NMDARs (Halabisky and Strowbridge 2003; Isaacson and Strowbridge 1998) argues against recurrent inhibition being mediated exclusively by EPL-INs, as these cells exhibit weak NMDAR-mediated currents in physiological Mg 2ϩ (Kato et al. 2013 ). Thus EPL-INs are likely to substantially contribute to the AMPAR-dependent portion of recurrent inhibition.
The contribution of PGCs to recurrent inhibition has long been predicted on ultrastructural grounds (Kosaka et al. 2001; Pinching and Powell 1971b) . Only recently, however, Najac et al. (2015) provided the first functional demonstration that individual MCs, TCs, and ETCs alike can activate PGCs to evoke "lateral" inhibition of homotypic MCs, TCs, and ETCs ( Fig. 2A) and likely also recurrent inhibition, though this remains to be directly shown. This study was also complemented (albeit indirectly) by earlier work from Schaefer and colleagues, who demonstrated a pronounced reduction in MC recurrent inhibition in vivo upon surface application of gabazine and muscimol (Fukunaga et al. 2012 ), a perturbation that likely influences superficially located PGCs more strongly than the deeper EPL circuitry.
Therefore, while GCs certainly contribute to recurrent inhibition, the prevailing view that they are the only (or even predominant) interneuron doing so is thus far unsubstantiated.
Odor-evoked inhibition of mitral/tufted cell firing. Odors frequently suppress spontaneous M/TC unit firing and Ca 2ϩ signals in both awake and anesthetized preparations (Bathellier et al. 2008; Buonviso and Chaput 1990; Cury and Uchida 2010; Davison and Katz 2007; Dhawale et al. 2010; Economo et al. 2016; Fantana et al. 2008; Gschwend et al. 2015; Rinberg and Gelperin 2006; Shusterman et al. 2011; Tan et al. 2010; Wachowiak et al. 2013; Yamada et al. 2017; Yokoi et al. 1995) , likely via synaptic inhibition that hyperpolarizes the membrane potentials of MCs in particular (Cang and Isaacson 2003; Fukunaga et al. 2012; Kollo et al. 2014; Luo and Katz 2001; Margrie et al. 2001) . Importantly, while odors likewise evoke other GABA-dependent changes in M/TC activity (e.g., temporal patterning of spikes, "off-responses," etc.), here I specifically focus on the contribution of GABAergic interneurons to odor-evoked decreases in M/TC firing.
Such suppression of M/TC firing has long been thought to arise via GC-mediated lateral inhibition driven by strongly activated heterotypic M/TCs. In this manner, "surround" M/TCs tuned to distinct but similar odors can narrow the tuning of a "center" M/TC (Mori and Shepherd 1994; Yokoi et al. 1995) . Supporting this hypothesis, application of GABA A R antagonists in vivo suppresses odor-evoked M/TC inhibition (Margrie et al. 2001; Tan et al. 2010; Yokoi et al. 1995) and broadens M/TC tuning (Tan et al. 2010; Yokoi et al. 1995) . Likewise, GCs exhibit broader tuning than MCs (Tan et al. 2010) , supporting the notion of an inhibitory surround, whether topographically organized (Yokoi et al. 1995) or not (Fantana et al. 2008) . Moreover, Yokoi et al. (1995) found that iontophoretic application of either bicuculline or CNQX to the EPL achieved comparable suppression of odor-evoked inhibition, consistent with the involvement of reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses in M/TC inhibition. Of the GABAergic interneurons forming reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses, GCs are the most abundant (Table 1 ) and therefore frequently considered the primary (and often exclusive) driver of odor-evoked suppression of M/TC firing.
Several factors counter this conclusion, however, and strongly suggest that other interneuron types significantly contribute to odor-evoked suppression of M/TC firing. First, as discussed elsewhere (Cleland and Sethupathy 2006) , GABA A R antagonists are not specific to GCs. Indeed, as often applied to the surface of the MOB during in vivo experiments, GABA A R antagonists are far more likely to influence GL circuits (sSACs, PGCs, and GLdSACs) than GCs. Second, while Yokoi et al. (1995) observed similar relief of odor-evoked inhibition with bicuculline or CNQX, they observed no effect with 2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid-a result inconsistent with exclusive GC-mediated inhibition and the known synaptic properties of GCs (see Granule cells). Third, odors frequently suppress MC firing even at low concentrations, which is seemingly incompatible with exclusive GC-mediated inhibition and the higher odor concentration thresholds observed in GCs than in MCs (Tan et al. 2010) . Finally, GCs are highly abundant but exhibit low connectivity rates with M/TCs, with potentially comparable total numbers of reciprocal M/TC-GC and M/TC-EPL-IN synapses (see External plexiform layer interneurons), countering arguments based solely on GC numerical superiority.
Consistent with significant contribution of other interneuron types to odor-evoked M/TC inhibition, recent results from Schaefer and colleagues strikingly demonstrated that optogenetic inhibition of inframitral GABAergic interneurons (including GCs) did not significantly influence spontaneous or odor-evoked M/TC firing rates (Fig. 2C1) (Fukunaga et al. 2014 ; but see Gschwend et al. 2015 ). This finding is further supported by in vitro and computational studies demonstrating that 1) lateral dendrite-targeting inhibition (such as at many M/TC-GC synapses) is ineffective in modulating somatic MC firing rates (Lowe 2002; McIntyre and Cleland 2016) , 2) microsurgical dissection through the superficial GCL does not enhance OSN stimulation-evoked M/TC firing (Lagier et al. 2004) , and 3) lateral inhibition under even the most conducive conditions of M/TC coactivation mediates only moderate firing rate changes that are computationally more likely to effect M/TC decorrelation than strict excitatory vs. inhibitory odor tuning (Arevian et al. 2008; Geramita et al. 2016; Giridhar et al. 2011) .
If odor-evoked suppression of M/TC firing is not driven exclusively by GCs (or, more broadly, by EPL-localized lateral inhibition), then which other interneuron types are likely to contribute? Cleland and colleagues insightfully advanced PGCs as likely candidates a decade ago (Cleland 2010; Cleland and Sethupathy 2006) , and PGC-mediated feedforward inhibition has since emerged in other models accurately reproducing M/TC activity (Cleland and Linster 2012; Fukunaga et al. 2012) . Further supporting a significant (and potentially leading) role for PGCs in driving odor-evoked suppression of M/TC firing, PGCs monosynaptically inhibit M/TCs ( Fig. 2A ) (Najac et al. 2015) , are recruited at lower sensory input levels than MCs (Gire and Schoppa 2009; Kikuta et al. 2013; Tan et al. 2010) , are more broadly tuned than M/TCs (Tan et al. 2010) , and can powerfully regulate glomerular activation (Gire and Schoppa 2009 ). Moreover, in contrast to inframitral GABAergic interneurons, optogenetic inhibition of GAD65-expressing JGCs (including PGCs and~20% of sSACs-see Periglomerular cells) suppresses odor-evoked M/TC inhibition ( Fig. 2C2) (Fukunaga et al. 2014) .
Of what significance is GC-vs. putatively PGC-mediated signaling predominantly driving odor-evoked suppression of M/TC firing? The most striking corollary of this debate emerges from the distinct glomerular organization of PGCs and GCs. Specifically, the limited overlap of homotypic M/TC lateral dendrites (Ke et al. 2013; Kikuta et al. 2013 ) strongly suggests that homotypic M/TCs primarily interact with distinct populations of GCs and therefore distinct interglomerular circuits. Predominantly GC-mediated signaling underlying odorevoked M/TC inhibition would thus predict that only a subset of the M/TCs connected to a given glomerulus would show decreases in firing. In contrast, while connectivity within a glomerulus is heterogeneous and not all-to-all, the recurrent nature of glomerular synaptic interactions typically produces glomerulus-wide excitatory (Carlson et al. 2000; De Saint Jan et al. 2009; Gire and Schoppa 2009; Puopolo and Belluzzi 2001; Schoppa and Westbrook 2001) and inhibitory (Parsa et al. 2015) events. Therefore, predominantly PGC-mediated signaling underlying odor-evoked M/TC inhibition would predict that all M/TCs connected to a given glomerulus are suppressed by an inhibitory odor. Consistent with this latter prediction, Wachowiak and colleagues have recently revealed with in vivo Ca 2ϩ imaging that the polarity of odor-evoked activity (i.e., excitatory vs. inhibitory) is indeed uniform across homotypic M/TCs (Fig. 2D) (Economo et al. 2016 ). This result, together with the findings of Schaefer and colleagues (Fig. 2C) (Fukunaga et al. 2014 ) and the functional properties of PGCs, compellingly argues that PGCs significantly contribute to the odor-evoked suppression of M/TC firing. Future investigation of whether other GL circuits, such as sSACs and GL-dSACs, can mediate glomerulus-wide inhibitory events similar to PGCs (Parsa et al. 2015) will be critical in evaluating the contribution of other interneuron types to odor-evoked suppression of M/TC firing.
Gamma-frequency synchrony of mitral/tufted cell activity. Odors evoke robust gamma-frequency oscillations in the MOB, reflecting the synchronous 40-to 100-Hz firing of M/TCs separated by up to hundreds of micrometers (Kashiwadani et al. 1999; Kay 2014; . The origin of this gamma-frequency activity has long been exclusively attributed to reciprocal M/TC-GC dendrodendritic interactions, and several findings indeed strongly support a significant role for GCs. First, odor-evoked gamma-frequency activity is generated intrinsically within the MOB (Gray and Skinner 1988; Martin et al. 2004 Martin et al. , 2006 Neville and Haberly 2003) and consequently can be recapitulated in vitro by using a variety of paradigms to evoke sensory input to the acute MOB slice (Bathellier et al. 2006; Friedman and Strowbridge 2003; Gire and Schoppa 2008; Lagier et al. 2004 ). Second, gamma-frequency activity in vitro depends on GABAergic signaling (Bathellier et al. 2006; Friedman and Strowbridge 2003; Lagier et al. 2004) and is tuned by the kinetics of M/TC-expressed GABA A Rs both in vitro (Lagier et al. 2007) and in vivo , and inhibitory synaptic input to MCs in vitro phase-locks to the gamma frequency cycle (Lagier et al. 2004 ). Third, reciprocal M/TC-GC connectivity rates, while low, are nevertheless sufficient for gammafrequency M/TC activity in vitro to evoke synchronized excitation in pairs of nearby GCs (Schoppa 2006a (Schoppa , 2006b , with inhibitory synaptic input to MCs occurring synchronously with firing in at least a subset of GCs (Schoppa 2006a) . Moreover, other synchronizing forces in the MOB, such as gap junctional coupling of homotypic M/TCs, can compensate for low M/TC-GC connectivity rates to promote M/TC synchronization (Pouille et al. 2017 ). Fourth, current source density mapping of gamma-frequency activity in vivo yields alternating dipoles in the EPL and GCL, consistent with alternating cycles of M/TC and GC activation (Neville and Haberly 2003) . Finally, optogenetic inhibition of inframitral GABAergic interneurons suppresses gamma-frequency M/TC activity in the MOB (Fukunaga et al. 2014) .
While this sum of evidence strongly supports a role for GCs in driving gamma-frequency M/TC activity, multiple caveats must also be considered. In particular, optogenetic manipulation of inframitral GABAergic interneurons (including GCs and dSACs) may trigger complex interactions between multiple MOB cell types. Moreover, current source density analysis (Neville and Haberly 2003) and paired recordings of unconnected MCs and GCs (Schoppa 2006a) provide strong evidence that gamma-frequency M/TC activity correlates with (but is not necessarily caused by) GC excitation. Indeed, in one of the earliest mechanistic investigations of gamma-frequency activity in vitro, Lledo and colleagues demonstrated that microsurgical dissection through the superficial GCL surprisingly had no effect on gamma frequency M/TC activity (Lagier et al. 2004 ). This result suggests that gamma-frequency activity may be preferentially driven by the subset of sGCs located in the MCL (see Granule cells), though this circuit would be highly specific to TCs and thus cannot easily explain gamma-frequency MC activity. Alternatively, the residual GC dendrites in the EPL may support GABA release independent of somatic spiking to drive gamma-frequency M/TC activity. This model is consistent with the known excitability properties of GC dendrites (see Granule cells) and the observed lack of GCL unit firing phase-locked to the M/TC gamma cycle (Lagier et al. 2004) . However, such soma-independent GABA release would likely occur on a local scale (ranging from gemmule to dendritic branch-see Granule cells) and would thus target only one or a few M/TCs, providing a weak synchronizing force. At a minimum, the available evidence is thus equivocal as to whether GCs are the only cell type involved in the generation of gamma-frequency M/TC activity.
Recent functional characterization of EPL-INs provides evidence (albeit indirect) that EPL-INs may also strongly contribute to the generation of gamma-frequency M/TC activity. In particular, EPL-INs are relatively low in abundance (Table  1) (Fig. 2B1 ) comparable to fast-spiking interneurons known to generate gamma-frequency activity throughout the rest of the brain (Hu et al. 2014) . Finally, microsurgical dissection through the superficial GCL should not affect M/TC-EPL-IN interactions.
A significant contribution of EPL-INs to the generation of gamma-frequency M/TC activity further enables the hypothesis of an alternative mechanism by which GCs may regulate the temporal patterning of M/TC activity. Specifically, several findings suggest that GCs may be better suited for driving beta-frequency (15-40 Hz) rather than gamma-frequency M/TC activity. First, bouts of beta-frequency activity follow odor-evoked gamma-frequency activity (Buonviso et al. 2003; Frederick et al. 2016; Neville and Haberly 2003) . This temporal sequence of early gamma and late beta parallels the sequence of fast EPL-IN recruitment and slower GC recruitment (Burton and Urban 2015; Hamilton et al. 2005; Kato et al. 2013; Schoppa and Westbrook 1999) . Moreover, the alternating and nonoverlapping nature of gamma-and beta-frequency activity is consistent with discrete circuit elements of the MOB (i.e., EPL-INs and GCs) sequentially synchronizing M/TCs. Second, GCs typically exhibit sparse odor-evoked firing at relatively low rates, consistent with beta (but not gamma) frequencies (see Granule cells), although it should be noted that gamma-frequency M/TC activity can accelerate GC firing (Schoppa 2006b; Schoppa and Westbrook 1999) . Third, GC firing is strongly dependent on centrifugal input from olfactory cortex (Balu et al. 2007; Halabisky and Strowbridge 2003) . Strikingly, blockade of such centrifugal input (leading to GC suppression) either negligibly impacts or enhances gammafrequency M/TC activity, while beta-frequency M/TC activity is strongly suppressed (Gray and Skinner 1988; Martin et al. 2004 Martin et al. , 2006 Mazo et al. 2016) . Finally, classic theoretical study of interneuron-mediated synchronization revealed that high oscillation frequencies (i.e., gamma) require dense lateral network connectivity while lower oscillation frequencies tolerate substantially lower connectivity rates (Wang and Buzsáki 1996) . Thus, while speculative, this convergence of evidence suggesting complementary roles of EPL-INs and GCs in gamma-and beta-frequency activity, respectively, strongly merits further investigation.
Computational Roles of GABAergic Interneurons in the Main Olfactory Bulb
While a comprehensive discussion of sensory processing at the coding level is outside the scope of this review, the above conclusions provide some initial insight into the possible computational roles of each interneuron type. The high reciprocal connectivity rates of EPL-INs with M/TCs should not only support gamma-frequency M/TC synchronization but can also mediate broad gain control among heterotypic M/TCs (Kato et al. 2013; Uchida et al. 2013) . GCs are also involved in fast-timescale synchronization of heterotypic M/TCs, though potentially at lower frequencies than EPL-INs (see Gammafrequency synchrony of mitral/tufted cell activity). In contrast to EPL-INs, the low reciprocal connectivity rates of GCs with M/TCs makes GCs unlikely to strongly contribute to population-level gain control but ideally suited to mediate contrast enhancement through slow-timescale decorrelation of heterotypic M/TCs (Gschwend et al. 2015) . Given the strong dependence of GC activation on centrifugal input, GCs are also likely critically involved in mediating top-down modulation of sensory processing in the MOB, such as to confer contextual changes in sensory processing. Such top-down modulation will further be heavily influenced by dSACs, which not only coordinate GC activity through highly divergent output but also are strongly innervated by ionotropic and neuromodulatory centrifugal input.
Within the glomerular microcircuit, PGCs are likely to play a leading role in mediating gain control and decorrelation of homotypic M/TCs (Cleland and Sethupathy 2006) . In particular, differential inhibition of MCs and TCs by GL circuits (including PGCs) can decorrelate MC and TC firing in an odor concentration-dependent manner, providing an attractive mechanism for stimulus intensity coding (Fukunaga et al. 2012 (Fukunaga et al. , 2014 Geramita and Urban 2017) . Such parallel processing of sensory information by MC and TC channels may further be supported by the selective inhibition of TCs by GL-dSACs.
The precise computational role of sSACs hinges on their still-unknown connectivity patterns. If sSAC output from one glomerulus is broadly distributed across the MOB, then sSACs are likely to primarily mediate gain control (Cleland and Sethupathy 2006) . Alternatively, if sSAC output from one glomerulus targets a specific subset of other glomeruli (e.g., glomeruli innervated by similarly tuned OSNs), then sSACs may instead primarily mediate contrast enhancement. Indeed, genetic ablation of a large fraction of sSACs yields denser and more concentration-variant M/TC odor responses, consistent with sSAC contribution to gain control, contrast enhancement, or both (Banerjee et al. 2015) . Given their GL position and strong influence on ETCs, sSACs are likely to mediate gain control and/or contrast enhancement at glomerulus-wide scales. Consistent with this, evidence has recently emerged of potentially reciprocal glomerulus-wide M/TC excitation and suppression in at least some pairs of glomeruli (Economo et al. 2016) .
While not explicitly addressed in this review, GCs (and particularly adult-born GCs) are likely to play a critical role in MOB plasticity and learning (Lazarini and Lledo 2011; . However, here again other interneuron types of the MOB are likely also critically involved in this aspect of olfaction. In particular, PGCs likewise exhibit continuous neurogenesis (Adam and Mizrahi 2010) and can mediate tremendous compensatory effects (Roland et al. 2016) , sSACs exhibit pronounced experience-dependent changes in TH expression (Cave and Baker 2009), and EPL-INs and dSACs regulate the activity-dependent integration of adult-born GCs (Arenkiel et al. 2011; Garcia et al. 2014 Garcia et al. , 2016 Pallotto et al. 2012) .
Concluding Remarks
Here I have defined the main GABAergic interneuron types of the MOB and reviewed several recent findings that collectively challenge the prevailing centrality of GCs in current conceptual models of MOB sensory processing. Importantly, the goal of this review was not to discount the importance of GCs to olfaction but instead to motivate further investigation (particularly using cell type-selective manipulations) into how GCs and other GABAergic interneurons influence sensory processing in the MOB.
The conclusions of the latter half of this review may be concisely summarized as follows: 1) lateral inhibition between M/TCs may be primarily driven by EPL-INs; 2) PGCs, EPLINs, and GCs can all contribute to recurrent inhibition of a single activated M/TC; 3) PGCs (and likely other GL circuits, including sSACs and GL-dSACs) significantly contribute to odor-evoked suppression of M/TC firing; and 4) the functional properties of EPL-INs are attuned to driving-gamma frequency M/TC activity, while further investigation is needed to evaluate the relative contribution of GCs to gamma-vs. beta-frequency M/TC activity.
In summary, an integrative approach that not only considers each of the interneuron types in unison but also factors in connectivity and physiology together with cell abundances will thus be crucial in advancing our understanding of GABAergic signaling in the MOB going forward.
